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Neurovascular coupling in humans:
Physiology, methodological advances
and clinical implications
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Abstract

Neurovascular coupling reflects the close temporal and regional linkage between neural activity and cerebral blood flow.

Although providing mechanistic insight, our understanding of neurovascular coupling is largely limited to non-

physiological ex vivo preparations and non-human models using sedatives/anesthetics with confounding cerebrovascular

implications. Herein, with particular focus on humans, we review the present mechanistic understanding of neurovascular

coupling and highlight current approaches to assess these responses and the application in health and disease. Moreover,

we present new guidelines for standardizing the assessment of neurovascular coupling in humans. To improve the

reliability of measurement and related interpretation, the utility of new automated software for neurovascular coupling

is demonstrated, which provides the capacity for coalescing repetitive trials and time intervals into single contours and

extracting numerous metrics (e.g., conductance and pulsatility, critical closing pressure, etc.) according to patterns of

interest (e.g., peak/minimum response, time of response, etc.). This versatile software also permits the normalization of

neurovascular coupling metrics to dynamic changes in arterial blood gases, potentially influencing the hyperemic

response. It is hoped that these guidelines, combined with the newly developed and openly available software, will

help to propel the understanding of neurovascular coupling in humans and also lead to improved clinical management of

this critical physiological function.
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Introduction

The human brain comprises only 2% of body weight, yet
consumes more than 20% of oxygen and glucose at rest,
with almost all adenosine triphosphate in the brain being
produced by oxidative metabolism of glucose.1 In addi-
tion to a great need for substrate provision and by-pro-
duct clearance, the metabolic circumstances in the brain
are compromised by a limited intra-cellular capacity for
energy storage. These two characteristics, combined with
the paramount importance of brain function in compari-
son with other end-organs, create a situation where cou-
pling of blood flow requires careful matching to changes
in neuronal activation. The brain is well equipped to
provide suitable blood flow for a given metabolic
demand due to two components: extremely high vascu-
larization, as well as redundant and sophisticated regu-
lation of blood flow.2 One primary factor responsible for
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ensuring appropriate blood supply within the brain is
neurovascular coupling, which describes a close tem-
poral and regional linkage between neural activity and
cerebral blood flow (CBF) responses. This manuscript
will review the major issues related to neurovascular
coupling including: the anatomic structure of cerebral
vasculature, organ-level mechanisms regulating CBF;
provide insight into the mechanisms underlying the neu-
rovascular response; outline the various methods used to
measure neurovascular coupling in humans; present new
guidelines for standardizing the assessment of neurovas-
cular coupling in humans; and highlight the related alter-
ations in neurovascular coupling in clinical conditions.
Furthermore, this manuscript will describe a new ana-
lytical process to enable reliable and consistent assess-
ments of human neurovascular coupling and provide
directions for future research into this exciting and fas-
cinating line of inquiry.

Anatomic structure

The internal carotid and vertebral arteries (ICA, VA),
which branch off of the subclavian arteries, are the two
conduit vessels providing blood delivery to the brain.
The internal carotid arteries transmit approximately
70% of total CBF, while the remainder is provided
by the VAs. In healthy individuals under typical scen-
arios, the VAs primarily provide blood flow to the
brainstem, cerebellum, and occipital cortex. The VAs
converge to form the basilar artery which then serves as
a tributary to the circle of Willis and emerge as the
posterior cerebral arteries. The circle of Willis is a cru-
cially redundant anastomotic safety net evolutionarily
commissioned to maintain perfusion if blood flow if
one or more extracranial cerebral arteries is disrupted.
It also represents the terminus of the internal carotid,
which then contributes to the middle cerebral artery
(MCA). The anterior cerebral arteries branch off the
anterior aspect of the circle of Willis. The anterior,
middle, and posterior cerebral arteries branch exten-
sively before wrapping the brain surface in an array
of vascularized tissue within the pia mater. Pial arteries
then penetrate into the cortex. Upon penetration,
arterioles are located within the Virchow-Robin space
(i.e., pia mater protrudes into the brain with the arteri-
ole). Once the arteries completely penetrate the paren-
chyma, they are considered ‘‘parenchymal’’ and are
completely enveloped by astrocytic end-feet.3

Extracranial arteries (e.g. internal and vertebral
arteries), large arteries of the brain (e.g. MCA), as
well as pial arteries on the brain surface, are richly
innervated by ‘‘extrinsic’’ perivascular postganglionic
neurons from both sympathetic and parasympathetic
origins.4,5 On the other hand, parenchymal arterioles
are regulated by ‘‘intrinsic’’ factors within the

parenchyma, which are mediated by neuronal activa-
tion and astrocytic modulation.6 Parenchymal arteries
have greater basal tone and do not respond effectively
to neurotransmitters, including norepinephrine and
serotonin, which do elicit changes in the tone of
upstream pial arteries.6 All arteries in the brain contain
a specialized endothelial layer, which functions as a
barrier in an attempt to tightly regulate exchange
between the blood supply and the brain (i.e., blood-
brain barrier). In addition to this, tight junctions pre-
vent paracellular passage and connect the innermost
layer of epithelial cells.

Regulation of cerebral blood flow

Regulation of CBF is achieved through several factors
including metabolic, myogenic, neurogenic, and sys-
temic control.7 Specifically, the primary controllers of
CBF are partial pressure of arterial blood gases (CO2

and O2), cerebral metabolism, and the autonomic ner-
vous system.8,9 Under conditions of sufficient perfusion
pressure, the remaining factors interact to regulate CBF
by modulations in cerebrovascular resistance.10

Cerebral blood flow is particularly sensitive to partial
pressure of arterial CO2, as reflected in a 1-mm Hg
increase or decrease from eupnoeic CO2 levels leading
to a 3�6% elevation or a 1�3% reduction in CBF,
respectively.

The large conduit arteries of the neck provide a large
degree of influence in the regulation of CBF. Early
canine in situ work showed that the arteries of the
neck (i.e., ICA and VA) may provide as much as
50% of cerebrovascular resistance at rest.11–13 These
large arteries actively change diameters in response to
various stimuli including alterations in arterial blood
gas partial pressures,14 and orthostatic challenges.15

Both extracranial and pial arteries are innervated by
sympathetic neurons originating from the superior cer-
vical ganglion, which may serve to regulate CBF
through the release of norepinephrine and neuropeptide
Y.4,16–19 Parasympathetic neurons from cranial nerves
of the otic and pterygopalatine ganglia also modulate
cerebrovascular tone by releasing acetylcholine, vaso-
active intestinal peptide (VIP), and nitric oxide (NO),
while the trigeminal ganglion fibres release a variety of
other vasorelaxant mediators.4,20 This is in contrast to
the vast majority of systemic vasculature where the
parasympathetic nervous system does not actively regu-
late tone. Despite extensive autonomic innervation in
the brain, findings in humans support only a modest
and somewhat frequency-dependent role of sympa-
thetic21–23 and parasympathetic activity24 in influencing
dynamic cerebral autoregulation. The details of the
complex interactions involved in human CBF regula-
tion have recently been reviewed.9 The focus of this
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article is on the relatively unexplored topic of neuro-
vascular coupling in humans. Herein, particular focus
will be made on the physiology and pathophysiology of
neurovascular coupling, methodological limitations,
and advances in this field.

Mechanisms of neurovascular coupling

The neurovascular unit is made up of three major com-
ponents: (1) the vascular smooth muscle, (2) the
neuron, and (3) the astrocyte glial cell (Figure 1). At
a rudimentary level of detail, modulations in neuronal
activity cause changes in local blood flow mediated by
transmission through the astrocyte. This interaction is
termed ‘‘neurovascular coupling,’’ which describes cou-
pling between neuronal activity and the vasculature.
Tight temporal and amplitudinal linkage between neur-
onal activity and CBF delivery has been observed for

>120 years.25–27 There is much nuance and redundancy
in this simplistic explanation of the neurovascular unit’s
interactions. For example, the neuron also alters vascu-
lar tone independently of astrocytic mediation, and
these two cells play a synergistic or antagonistic role
depending on the physiological environment. Readers
are referred to recent reviews on this topic for further
details.2,28,29

Both neurons and astrocytes respond to increased
extracellular glutamate to transmit direct and indirect
vasoactive signals for the appropriate delivery and dis-
tribution of CBF.2 For example, glutamate released
from presynaptic terminals activates N-methyl-D-
aspartate receptors on neurons, which in the presence
of sufficient intracellular oxygen and glucose, will
stimulate the activation of neuronal NO synthase that
provides NO to act directly on the parenchymal arteri-
oles as a dilator.30 Adenosine will also be directly

Figure 1. Primary glutaminergic pathways involved in cerebral blood flow regulation. Glutamate release by the synapse

activates N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDAR) on neurons as well as metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) on astrocytes.

Both of these receptors act by increasing cytosolic calcium concentration. In the neuron, Ca2þ activated neuronal nitric oxide

synthase (nNOS) produces nitric oxide (NO). Increases in Ca2þ within the astrocytes activate phospholipase A2 (PLA2), which

generates arachodonic acid (AA), and therefore both epoxyeicosatrienoic acid (EET) and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), both of which dilate

cerebral arteries.128–130 Nitric oxide exerts diverse effects including: 1) activating cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) in smooth

muscle leading to dilation,131 2) inhibiting 20-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (20-HETE) in smooth muscle to inhibit constriction,132,133

and 3) inhibiting production of EET in astrocytes which inhibits the vasodilatory action of EET on smooth muscle.129
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released to act as a vasodilator when neuronal adeno-
sine triphosphate is low.31 Similarly to neurons, astro-
cytes respond to glutamate through metabotropic
glutamate receptors, which again in the presence of
sufficient intracellular oxygen and glucose, activate a
cascading pathway involving the production of arachi-
donic acid which then produces epoxyeicosatrienoic
acid and prostaglandins.32 Both prostaglandin and
EET serve to dilate parenchymal arterioles, while arachi-
donic acid, after diffusing out of the astrocytes and into
the smooth muscle, produces vasoconstriction.33 There
also appears to be a complex relationship between astro-
cytes, incoming neuronal signals, and GABA inter-
neurons that are thought to play a local integrating
role precisely regulating local CBF delivery.29,34,35

These interneurons are ideally placed between glutami-
nergic pyramidal cells and project onto microvessels.35,36

Indeed, evoked firing of GABA interneurons resulted in
increased concentration of a variety of vasoactive sub-
stances (e.g., NO, acetylcholine, neuropeptide-Y, VIP)
that led to both constriction and dilation of cerebral
microvasculature.34,35

Under normal conditions, the double stimuli (i.e.,
neuronal and astrocytic) leads to a 4-fold greater
increase in CBF relative to the increase in ATP con-
sumption.37 This overcompensation of functional
hyperemia appears to support the feed-forward mech-
anism.37 It should be noted however that a feed-back-
ward system capable of functional hyperemia has also
been proposed as a compensatory mechanism in a
model incorporating capillary transit time heterogen-
eity, maximum oxygen extraction fraction, metabolic
rate of oxygen and CBF.38 Together, these factors
demonstrated that more homogenous capillary flow
and exaggerated CBF response compensated for
reduced oxygen extraction during functional hyper-
emia.38 This overabundance of blood flow relative to
metabolism is the theoretical foundation of blood-
oxygen level dependent (BOLD) magnetic resonance
imaging; which relies on the assumption that increases
in deoxygenated blood are associated with increased
neuronal activity.39

Although astrocytes are sufficient to evoke a neuro-
vascular coupling response, it is unclear whether astro-
cytes are necessary for functional hyperemia to
occur.40,41 Recently, it has been proffered that the
role of astrocytes during neurovascular coupling is
isolated to maintaining blood flow suitable for basal
neuronal activity and to producing a ‘‘slow-onset’’
hyperemia (i.e., 3�4 s post neuronal activation) but
not to be active in the immediate hyperemic effect
that occurs in <1 s.41 Recent and sophisticated assess-
ments of the neurovascular coupling response to visual
stimulation showed that astrocytic endfeet/Ca2þ sig-
nalling was not responsible for the rapid functional

hyperemia;40 readers are referred to more in-depth
reviews on this topic.28,42 This is a somewhat emerging
but compelling contention, such that it deserves men-
tion in the context of the present review.

It is not just the arteriole smooth muscle that regu-
lates neurovascular coupling, although this has been the
primary understanding until very recently. Pericytes (i.e.,
small cells expressing contractile tissue located at 50mm
intervals along the length of capillaries)43 likely also play
a large role in neurovascular regulation, as suggested by
their anatomic arrangement.44 For example, neurons are
more often closer to pericytes than arterioles, creating
the plausible scenario whereby neuronal activation first
alters resistance through modulations in pericyte tone on
capillaries, and signals are then transmitted ‘up-stream’
to arterioles.45 Pericytes are theorized to be regulated in
much the same way as arterioles.44 Brain slice prepar-
ations show that glutamate and norepinephrine lead to
dilation and constriction of pericytes, respectively, and
blocking glutaminergic receptors leads to vasoconstric-
tion.46 The intervals between pericytes necessitate the
transmission of vasoactive signals through gap junctions;
however, whether these travel between pericytes/endo-
thelial gaps remains to be elucidated.44,46 In any case,
there is a huge capacity for the pericytes to influence
neurovascular coupling. For example, it has been mod-
elled that anywhere from 16�70% of resistance within
the brain parenchyma is produced by capillaries.47,48 In
reality this may be even larger, as capillaries are so
narrow that white and red blood cells have to deform
to pass through, creating even more resistance than
Poiseuille’s law predicts.49

The combination of incongruent findings,40,50 the
elucidation of highly redundant mechanistic path-
ways,41 and limited translational capacity has led to
the acknowledgment that the mechanisms of neurovas-
cular coupling need to be better explored in vivo/human
models rather than just in animals and isolated well-
controlled preparations (e.g., two-photon imaging,
brain slices, etc.).41,51 Establishing a standardized
protocol for evaluating human neurovascular coupling
in vivo would allow for insight into not only the mech-
anisms underlying this fundamental response but also
how neurovascular coupling is altered in diverse popu-
lations (e.g., clinical populations, aging, etc.).

Human neurovascular coupling

Our present understanding of neurovascular coupling
in humans is limited, and the available knowledge is
generated from a small number of laboratories, using
a variety of unstandardized assessments.52–63 Although
there is mechanistic insight provided by the isolated
preparations of neurovascular coupling,41 little is
known about which mechanisms are sufficient versus
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necessary for a functional and effective neurovascular
coupling response in humans. The available literature
related to this topic is reviewed below.

Data indicate that the neurovascular coupling response
is comprised of highly redundant mechanistic regulation
and is well maintained under a variety of physiological
and pharmacological stressors. Such mechanisms are lar-
gely unexplored in humans to date. Recently, we have
attempted to specifically antagonize cerebrovascular
L-type calcium channels using nimodipine, which theor-
etically blunts the capacity for the cerebrovasculature
to respond to an array of vasoactive mediators thought
to play a role in neurovascular coupling from isolated
preparations (i.e., bradykinin, vasopressin, dopamine,
epinephrine, norepinephrine, histamine, glutamate, acetyl-
choline, serotonin, and prostaglandin).64 Even with a clin-
ically relevant dose of 60mg, which is used to treat
vasospasm, the neurovascular coupling response was
normal as compared to a placebo control trial.64

Although impaired in various pathologies (as described
in detail below), neurovascular coupling is also main-
tained during exercise when a number of physiological
parameters a significantly altered.55 Together, these data
indicate that human neurovascular coupling is remark-
ably robust and demonstrate the inability of isolated
models to predict in vivo responses.

Outside of using physiological and pharmacological
stressors, another approach to provide insight into the
mechanisms underlying neurovascular coupling has
been to use mathematical dynamic multivariate/auto-
regressive modelling.54 Through subcomponent model-
ling, alterations in critical closing pressure (i.e., the
pressure inside a blood vessel below which the vessel
will collapse) and resistance area product (i.e., resist-
ance with acknowledgement of unknown vessel diam-
eter; inverse slope of instantaneous beat-by-beat
relationship between CBF velocity and blood pressure)
during neurovascular coupling are thought to provide
selective indices of metabolic and myogenic cerebrovas-
cular regulation, respectively, while the influence of
blood pressure and changes in end-tidal partial pres-
sure CO2 (ETCO2) on neurovascular coupling are also
modelled.65–67 Using this approach, a number of inter-
esting studies have been completed with the following
conclusions: (1) hypercapnia impairs the metabolic
regulation of neurovascular coupling, (2) breath-by-
breath changes in ETCO2 during cognition can
impact the neurovascular coupling response, and (3)
the blood pressure response to cognitive activation
plays a large role in the neurovascular coupling
response, particularly the initial spike.53,66,68 These
interesting studies have yet to confirm a direct mech-
anistic link between the physiological regulatory path-
ways of interest (i.e., metabolic versus myogenic
influences) and the subcomponent models/metrics

being utilized (i.e. critical closing pressure versus resist-
ance area product).

Some insight into neurovascular coupling in humans
has been provided by unique models measuring concur-
rent cerebral tissue oxygenation and CBF. Although
technically and environmentally challenging, these stu-
dies can provide detailed insight into flow-metabolism
coupling. For example, using functional MRI, it is
now known that a consistent BOLD signal over child-
hood development is underpinned by decreasing neur-
onal activation/metabolism counterbalanced by
increasing neurovascular coupling.39 Also when using
this approach in the healthy human brain, oxygenated
venous blood rises (i.e., increased BOLD signal) to a
greater extent than CBF during visual stimulation, indi-
cating the effect of exaggerated hyperemia beyond cere-
bral metabolic demand.69 Furthermore, although
reduced neural activity to a given stimulus has been
reported after ischemic stroke,70 a recent study combin-
ing BOLD, fluid attenuation inversion recovery, and
arterial spin labelling has shown a variety of neurovas-
cular coupling phenotypes in this population.69 For
example, individuals with ischemic stroke can exhibit a
blunted, exaggerated or reduced functional MRI BOLD
signal during visual stimulation, with exaggerated or
blunted hyperemia.69 Although these data indicate a
mismatch between CBF delivery and oxygenation
extraction/metabolism,69 the mechanisms explaining
the variability in the functional MRI BOLD signal
responses during visual stimulation are unknown.

Clinical implications

Despite inconsistent methodologies, a number of studies
have characterized neurovascular coupling in a variety
of models of clinical conditions (and in some cases
human populations), as summarized in Table 1. These
conditions likely impact neurovascular coupling through
a variety of diverse mechanistic pathways. For example,
one fundamental factor underlying impairments of neu-
rovascular coupling in clinical populations (i.e. high level
spinal cord injury, autonomic dysfunction, and general-
ised hypotension) is the insufficient cerebral perfusion
pressure, which likely renders any reductions in cerebro-
vascular tone secondary to neuronal activation futile for
producing hyperemia.52,71–73 On the other hand, condi-
tions such as stroke and traumatic brain injury are likely
impaired due to alterations in hyperemic signalling from
glutamate release secondary to neuronal death and
astrocyte scarring.67,74–78 Furthermore, oxidative stress
is suspected to play a particularly deleterious role in
human neurovascular coupling and is implicated in the
declines seen in hypertension (through angiotensin
receptor type 1 agonism), Alzheimer’s (through amyloid
b accretion), diabetes (through chronic hyperglycemia),
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and healthy aging (Table 1). It may be that reducing
oxidative stress is a viable therapeutic target for improv-
ing neurovascular coupling in humans, although this
possibility needs to be clearly examined.

An interesting relationship between cognitive activa-
tion and neurovascular coupling in humans has been
demonstrated,79 which provides a mechanistic link in
conditions where cognition is impaired (Table 1). For
example, chronic hypotension depresses cognitive activ-
ity and resting CBF, which is directly mediated by neu-
rovascular coupling.72,80 Conversely, cognitive activity
can be improved with pharmacological treatment of
hypotension, through improvements in neurovascular
coupling;52,81 demonstrating that cognitive function is
positively related to neuronal tissue oxygen delivery.
This link between impaired neurovascular coupling
and cognitive decline needs to be further established in
other clinical conditions, but if confirmed, may be par-
ticularly alarming in the smoking population, where neu-
rovascular coupling does not normalize after cessation.82

In order to increase the clinical utility of neurovascular
coupling as an end-point treatment target, there is a need
for an automated and standardized protocol for ana-
lysis, which produces interpretable metrics.

Finally, although not a feasible technique in most
scenarios, treatment of traumatic brain injury (where
the brain is exposed) can allow for direct measurement
of CBF, local metabolism (via microdialysis) and/or
oxygenation across brain tissue.83 Under these condi-
tions, it has been demonstrated that during cortical
spreading depolarization, the neurovascular coupling
response often becomes inverse with neuronal activa-
tion, leading to a hypo-emic response.77 The mechan-
isms underlying this inversion are unknown; however,
this response likely further compromises survival of
cerebral tissue which is already ischemic. Clearly, a
plethora of future studies are required to delineate the
major factors and redundancies in the human in vivo
neurovascular coupling response.

Assessing neurovascular coupling

in humans

In the following sections, we will illustrate how tran-
scranial Doppler (TCD) and/or near-infrared spectros-
copy (NIRS) approaches are used for neurovascular
coupling evaluation in humans and describe a standar-
dized approach for eliciting the neurovascular coupling

Table 1. Neurovascular coupling in various clinical conditions.

Pathology

Impact on

neurovascular coupling Mechanism

Stroke Impaired – particularly

in hemisphere of insult

Brain edema, inflammation, impaired neurotransmission, and neuronal death

impairs normal neuronal activation.a Also, activation of non-specific brain

structures further complicates interpretation. 67,74,75

Hypertension Impaired Elevated circulating angiotensin II leads to: 1) activation of AT1 receptors on

cerebral blood vessels, 2) increased oxidative stress which inhibits neuronal

and astrocytic vascular dilators.a,134,135

Hypotension Impaired Inadequate perfusion pressure inhibits efficacious hyperemic response,

although neuronal signalling may be normal.52

Autonomic Dysfunction Impaired Impaired blood pressure responses, as well as altered neurogenic regulation of

neurovascular coupling.b,52,73

High level

spinal cord injury

Impaired Unknown.b Persistent dysfunction of neurovascular coupling after restoring

normal blood pressure.52

Traumatic Brain Injury Impaired Neuronal death and astrocytic scar formation precludes normal neurovascular

response.a,76–78

Alzheimer’s Impaired neurovascular

coupling and impaired

resting cerebral

perfusion.

Hypercontractility (phenylephrine) of smooth muscle, increased basal and

enhanced occurrence of spontaneous Ca2þ waves.a Amyloid Beta also

directly inhibits functional hyperemia by promoting oxidative stress which

inhibits neuronal and astrocytic vascular dilators. 136–138

Smoking Impaired Unclear – but does not appear to reverse after cessation: indicating long term

alterations in structure/function of the neurovascular unit.b,82

Diabetes Impaired Impaired astrocyte function due to high circulating glucose and increased

oxidative stress.a Prolonged hyperglycemia interferes with astrocytic gap

junctional communication.139,140

Healthy Aging Impaired Reduced with healthy aging,59 however exercise may be viable intervention to

slow the decline.b,141 Dynamic lateralization of cerebral blood flow may

also be impaired with health aging.142

aMechanistic insight provided only by animal models/isolated preparations. bMechanisms not clearly established.
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response. Furthermore, we will outline a suggested
standardized protocol for neurovascular coupling
evaluation, description and quantification in humans,
which employs newly developed automated software.

Transcranial Doppler

In humans, the most commonly used approach to study
neurovascular coupling involves the use of transcranial
Doppler (TCD). The high temporal resolution and
non-invasive nature of TCD make it a useful tool in
the assessment of integrative cerebrovascular function
in terms of neurovascular coupling. New technologies
further increase the utility of TCD. A TCD machine is
relatively inexpensive ($25,000–$50,000USD); more-
over, TCD is easy to use and is safe in healthy and
disease states alike. Therefore, it is practical to use
TCD in the clinical setting to assess a variety of differ-
ent cerebrovascular pathologies. Although the diameter
of major arteries may change with fluctuations in arter-
ial blood gases,14,84 the range of arterial CO2 at which
TCD accurately estimates changes in CBF is not
exceeded during standard neurovascular coupling
protocols.52,67 The functional anatomy of the brain
allows neurovascular coupling to be easily and reliably
examined by measurement of the sensorimotor or cog-
nitive stimulatory effects on cerebral blood velocity; a
method termed functional TCD. This technique was
first utilized by Aaslid in 1987, who showed that
blood velocity in the posterior cerebral artery (PCA)
changed with visual stimulation (Figure 2),85 but
there are numerous studies in the neuro-cognitive

literature that demonstrate consistent CBF changes in
response to cognitive, verbal and motor tasks.85–88

In healthy individuals, this response will lead to an
average of 10�20% increase in CBF in the PCA and
a 5�8% increase in the MCA (Figures 2 and 3).59,86,89

Further, our group and others have explored hemi-
spheric lateralization of CBF delivery using either
right-handed/verbal tasks or left-handed motor para-
digms to preferentially activate the left and right
MCA.66,90 This latter technique has shown that indeed
verbal-tasks combined with right-handed motor function
lead to hyperemia preferentially in the left hemisphere,
while spatial-tasks combined with left-handed motor
function lead to hyperemia preferentially in the right
hemisphere (Figure 4).66,90

Detailed instructions on insonating the MCA and
PCA have been provided elsewhere.91 Briefly, MCA
blood velocity is generally viewed at 35�60mm
depth, after placing the Doppler probe on the middle
transtemporal window oriented in line with the coronal
axis. The PCA can then be viewed most commonly at
60�70mm using the anterior transtemporal window by
tilting the Doppler probe slightly posteriorly from the
MCA. The P1 segment of the PCA will result in blood
flow toward the Doppler probe, while the P2 segment
curves away from the probe. Both the P1 and P2 seg-
ments have been utilized with similar results, however a
consistent segment should be maintained throughout a
given study.52,55,73,92,93 Lastly, often only the posterior
window is suitable for insonating intracranial vessels in
the elderly, due to skull thickening with advancing
age.94 Some studies have reported that 10�15% of

Figure 2. Traditionally reported hyperemia of the visual cortex to light stimulation in humans. (a) Middle cerebral

artery blood velocity (MCAv), and posterior cerebral artery blood velocity (PCAv) during repetitive cycles of light exposure and

darkness to the retina. Data is presented as relative changes. (b) Average responses to at least 16 repetitive dark and light sequences

from each of 10 normal individuals for MCAv and PCAv. Figure adapted from Aaslid.85
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individuals will have inadequate windows for insonat-
ing intracranial cerebral vessels;95 as such, it may be
advantageous to utilize other techniques such as
NIRS (see next section) in addition to TCD for studies
in the elderly or those with related cerebrovascular
pathology.

It is now clear that the diameter of the MCA (and
hence possibly the PCA) is influenced by marked changes
in arterial PCO2 (>8mmHg above or below resting) and
arterial PO2 (<50mmHg)84,96 (reviewed in literature9,97).
It is less clear that changes in blood pressure will affect
the diameter of these intra-cranial arteries. However, it
would seem highly unlikely that hyperemic responses
noted in the MCA/PCA are being affected by changes
in arterial diameter over the neurovascular coupling
response. The major reason is that changes in vasoactive
influencers (i.e., arterial blood gases) do not occur and

the NVC response is very rapid (�1 s). For example, no
discernable change in PETCO2 has been noted during
30�60 s of stimulation. 52,98 Furthermore, if the diameter
of the MCA (or PCA) was dilating during the NVC
response and being directly impacted by metabolic
demand/hypoxia, this would be reflected in a blunted
or absent hyperemic response (i.e., the dilation of the
MCA/PCA would lead to a reduction in blood velocity).
Thus, the major site driving the NVC response seems to
be the neurovascular unit rather than the larger intra-
cranial arteries.

Near infrared spectroscopy

In addition to TCD, NIRS can also be used for assessing
neurovascular coupling in humans.99–102 Incorporating
NIRS can indirectly quantify changes in oxygenated and

Figure 3. Neurovascular coupling in humans generated from automated software using established standardized

eyes-open/eyes-closed protocol. (a–c) Hyperemic responses, during visual stimulation, of the posterior cerebral artery (PCA; a),

middle cerebral artery (MCA; b), and partial pressure end-tidal carbon dioxide (PETCO2; c). Note the selective activation of the PCA

of around 20% vs. just 4�5% in MCA. Grey lines indicate healthy control group, black bars indicate high-level spinal cord injured group.

Thick black bar indicates 30 s of eyes-open reading, being immediately preceded by eyes-closed. Smaller boxes represent 5 s bins which

were averaged and compared quantitatively. These contours represent the response of 10 trials for each of 10 participants.
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deoxygenated hemoglobin, based on the relative trans-
parency of tissue to near-infrared light, and oxygen-
dependent light absorption caused by hemoglobin
chromophores. As such, both quantitative and regional
indexes of CBF can be provided utilizing the blood-
oxygen level dependent signal to detect changes in oxy-
genated (O2Hb), deoxygenated, (HHb) and total hemo-
globin (tHb) within for the most part, the venous vessels
of the brain (i.e. <1mm).103 Like the TCD, NIRS has
very high temporal resolution and can most commonly
provide analog outputs at >20Hz. Moreover, NIRS is
also similar to TCD in terms of cost and ease of use. As
NIRS also provides some insight into changes in CBF,
the underlying arterial CO2 must be considered, as alter-
ations will affect CBF independently from changes in
neuronal activity.104 Also similar to TCD, NIRS can
evaluate CBF responses to neuronal activation using a
variety of strategies of activation including various emo-
tional, sensory, motor, and pure cognitive tasks.105,106

The history of the development of NIRS is well docu-
mented (reviewed in the literature103). The NIRS
response during NVC is similar to that generated using
TCD and typically results in increased O2Hb and tHb
with a concurrent small decrease in HHb; these
responses are similarly regionally specific (i.e., visual
stimulation leads to posterior cortex hyperemia).99

During repeated squat-stand maneuvers where blood
pressure rapidly increases and decreases, changes in
NIRS and TCD were of similar amplitude however
changes in NIRS signals trailed those from TCD by
1.8�2.6 s, which may be the result of arterial transit
time and fundamental differences in anatomic location
between TCD and NIRS.107 Further, when using other
vasoactive stimuli, such as hypercapnia, the NIRS-
derived percent hyperemic response is markedly less
(1�15% increases vs. 20�100% increases) of that
demonstrated by NIRS.108 This discrepancy, likely
reflecting different physiological mechanisms, potentially
impacts the sensitivity of NIRS to detect significant dif-
ferences between clinical and control populations.109

Clearly, more studies are needed to address the congru-
ency of TCD and NIRS signals during NVC. Care must
be taken to ensure that the optodes are located in appro-
priate locations of the participant’s head to allow for the
evaluation of hyperemic responses in relevant portions
of the brain, and that the sources and detectors are
appropriately spaced. These guidelines are somewhat
less stringent as compared to TCD and involve placing
the optodes over the general area of interest (i.e., poster-
ior cortex, frontal, partietal lobe, etc.).99 Apart from the
frontal cortex, however, hair will impede signal quality
in other brain regions unless the hair is removed.

Figure 4. Dynamic lateralization of hyperemic responses. In healthy individuals left-brain tasks lead to selective hyperemia of

the left MCA, and the opposite occurs for right-brain tasks. The left-brain task involved using the right-hand to complete a verbal

fluency test, whereas the right-brain task involved using the left-hand to build presented two-dimensional images as three-dimensional

structures. Thick black bar indicates 30 s of left/right-brain activation preceded by eyes-closed. Smaller boxes represent 5 s bins which

were averaged and compared quantitatively. These contours represent the response of 10 trials for each of 10 participants.
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Nevertheless, the simultaneous assessment of TCD (as
an index of blood flow delivery) with NIRS (as an index
of cerebral tissue oxygenation, the key end-point of
interest for neuronal viability) during NVC will provide
complimentary insight into integrated cerebrovascular
physiology and will permit the inclusion of more sub-
jects, especially when TCD is not possible.

Although TCD and NIRS are by far the most widely
used tools for neurovascular coupling measurement in
humans, there still exists significant variability in the
software and strategies used to analyze these metrics.
For example, many studies simply report the maximal
change in CBF recorded during the ‘‘activation’’ period
with55,92,110 or without111,112 addressing the temporal
characteristics, while others attribute specific compo-
nents and characteristics of the hyperemic contour to
specific influences (i.e., perfusion pressure, neurogenic,
autoregulation, blood gas concentration).54,74 Our
approach is to incorporate both amplitudinal and tem-
poral characteristics by plotting the entire hyperemic
contour, while extracting data from temporal subdiv-
isions (i.e., early versus late/5 s duration bins, etc.) for
further analysis.52 The amount of data analysis
required for the latter two approaches is significant,
with a variety of processing steps required to coalesce
contours into interpretable metrics.

Eliciting the neurovascular coupling response

A robust neurovascular coupling response can be
assessed by simple visual stimulation (i.e., opening
eyes/reading) during beat-by-beat measurement of
blood flow/velocity in the PCA relative to the MCA,
the prior of which is associated with perfusion of the
visual cortex.52 The selective activation of the occipital
lobe is achieved using repeatable and reliable stimuli
involving an eyes-open task against a bright visual sti-
muli (reading, flashing screen, eyes tracking tester’s
moving hand, etc.). The visual stimulation provides a
strong mechanistic model of neurovascular coupling
that is somewhat independent of variable neuronal acti-
vation schemes (i.e., a variety of different visual spatial
tasks elicit similar PCA hyperemic responses);73 how-
ever, less is understood about the hyperemia response
in MCA or anterior cerebral arteries to tasks of varying
difficulties or under different states of motivation.
Conventionally, after a 10�15min period of quiet rest
(to allow stabilization of blood volume and hemo-
dynamic signals), 5�10 cycles are repeated where each
cycle consists of a 20�30 s period of eyes-closed time
followed by 30�40 s of eyes-open time.52,73 The greater
the number of cycles, the higher the signal-to-noise
ratio; however, this obviously must be balanced with
the time constraints of the study and the impact on the
participants whom may be from a clinical population.

Patient positioning can vary depending on study
design. Often for clinical relevance, the seated position
is used; however, participants may be positioned supine
if studying different loading conditions. Similarly, the
left or right PCA can be chosen while assessing the
contralateral MCA, although this must be consistent
throughout the study as perfusion properties can vary
between the left and right sides and often CBF is ele-
vated to the left hemisphere.113

All testing should take place in a quiet, temperature-
controlled and well-lit room. Depending on the study
design, participants should avoid alcohol, caffeine, and
strenuous exercise at least 12 h prior to testing, and be
fasted for at least 4 h as these factors can influence vas-
cular tone and function.114–125 Furthermore, assess-
ments should take place at the same time of day, and
in the same menstrual phase for premenopausal
women.115 Additionally, medications should be
avoided for at least four half-lives if possible, whereas
non-steroidal anti-inflammatories should be discontin-
ued for 2�3 days.126,127 This latter recommendation
may be problematic in many clinical conditions; how-
ever, in any case, all medications should be carefully
documented and considered during data interpretation.
Due to the ease of administering the test, if artifact
occurs within a cycle, another cycle should be added
and used to replace the aberrant cycle. If a trial with
an artifact needs to be included, the problematic data
points should be linearly interpolated using one data
point on either side of aberrant data. If more than
two aberrant data points occur, this cycle should be
removed. Please see Figure 5 for a detailed description
of proposed standardization protocol.

Analysis considerations

Hemodynamic data from each original hyperemic rec-
ording are extracted on a beat-by-beat basis using a
variety of acquisition systems available (i.e.,
LabChart, LabView, etc.). The required outputs from
the data acquisition programs include RR interval, sys-
tolic, diastolic, and mean arterial pressure as well as
mean, peak and minimum velocity from the TCD/
NIRS. After extraction, data from each subject and
condition are placed in a separate spreadsheet that
includes all of the 5�10 repeated neurovascular cou-
pling cycles collected. After this, the software automat-
ically coalescences all trials from that participant into
one contour for each outcome metric of interest (see
Table 2) over the ‘‘eyes-closed’’ and ‘‘eyes-open’’
period. From this average response within a partici-
pant, metrics over a fully adjustable range of ‘‘bin’’
durations (i.e., 1 s, 5 s, 10 s, etc.) can be extracted for
statistical analysis (see Table 2). Finally, a single group-
averaged (� standard error/deviation) contour at a
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5Hz sampling frequency is output for production in
graphing software of the users’ choice for any of the
above metrics (Table 1, Figure 3). End-tidal gases are
extracted on breath-by-breath basis and are also inter-
polated at 5Hz and can be used to normalize CBF
metrics for changes/differences in arterial blood gases.
These data are then plotted identically.

In order to normalize the time-scale to when heart/
breathing rates are different between subjects/trials or
within trials (which is critical when input values are
sampled at different frequencies (i.e., heart rate and
breathing frequency)), y-axis data are cubic spline inter-
polated and re-sampled in the x-axis at 5Hz. As
opposed to linear interpolation, which resamples data
from a constructed straight line between data points,
the cubic spline function has contributions from second
derivative and degree-3 polynomial pieces that together
allow for prediction of data points transitioning

between extracted data points. Due to increased accur-
acy, a cubic spline interpolation likely provides more
physiologically relevant transitions between data
points.

Future directions

In an attempt to propagate our understanding of neu-
rovascular coupling in humans, we have taken the step
of developing standardized and automated software for
neurovascular coupling analysis. Using the high tem-
poral resolution of TCD or NIRS, this program auto-
matically detects and coalesces multiple trials within
participants and generates a hyperemia contour for
each condition (see Figure 3). Furthermore, this soft-
ware extracts a vast array of metrics for statistical ana-
lysis between groups and/or conditions (Table 2).
Moreover, this software generates group mean

Figure 5. Recommendations for the assessment of neurovascular coupling in humans using transcranial Doppler

(TCD) or near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). After ensuring appropriate participant preparation, testing should take place in a

suitable environment with confidence that vessels/brain regions are accurately detected. Testing should also take place at consistent

time of day between participants and conditions. A 10�15 min period of quiet rest in the testing position should precede the actual

testing, allowing for stable hemodynamics. The protocol itself should begin with the participants’ eyes closed, and consist of 5�10

repeated cycles of 30 s eyes-closed, followed by eyes-open, followed by eyes-closed, with no time between. The timing of the cycles

should be precise, and the assessor should ensure initiation of the ‘‘task’’ (i.e., eyes-open, closed, cognitive task) is immediate. Manual

analysis can be extremely time-consuming; however, automated analysis is now available.
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Table 2. List of metrics and binning options available with current software.

Vessels

Measurement

Techniques

Outcome

metrics Formula

Theoretic physiology associated

with outcome metrics

ACA TCD vmax

MCA Beat-by-beat

blood pressurea

vmin

PCA vmean (2x(vmin)þ (vmax))/3

VA CVC vmean/MAP Cerebral blood flow for given cerebral perfusion pressure indicates

the ease of blood flow through the brain. With increasing vas-

cular tone, conductance decreases. Because of the reciprocal

relationship between conductance and resistance, it is recom-

mended to use conductance in high flow situations, where

resistance vessels are relatively relaxed, and modulations in tone

lead to very little change in resistance but large changes in

conductance. Due to this, if using CVR instead of CVC, the

CVR response could be underestimating the decrease in

tone during the increase in flow, as further increases in

flow above the resting state may not result in a concomitant

reduction in resistance although conductance is substantially

increasing.143,144

ICA CVR MAP/vmean Cerebral perfusion pressure for a given cerebral blood flow indi-

cates the resistive forces acting on blood flow through the brain.

With increasing vascular tone, resistance increases. 143,144

RAP (SBP-DBP)/(vmean-vmin) The instantaneous (i.e., over a single heart beat) theoretical rela-

tionship between blood pressure and flow. Indicates the change

in perfusion pressure for a given change in cerebral blood flow.

Describes how much perfusion pressure increases or decreases

for a given change in cerebral blood flow. 145,146

CCP MAP – (vmean�RAP) The instantaneous (i.e., over a single heart beat) theoretical per-

fusion pressure at which cerebral blood flow ceases (i.e.,

becomes zero). Generally calculated as the pressure corres-

ponding to zero cerebral blood flow when calculating the

instantaneous relationship between blood pressure and cerebral

blood flow. This value is generally above zero due to significant

collapsing forces exerted on the vasculature from intracranial

pressure and tension within the vessel walls themselves. 145–147

PI (vmax-vmin)/vmean Ratio of cerebral pulsatile blood flow to average cerebral blood

flow. This is considered to be related to small cerebral vessel

elasticity and tone. As small vessel tone increases, there is

reduction in vmean resulting in increased PI; whereas as when

vessels dilate, vmean increases resulting in a low PI. 148

PR ((vmax-vmin)/mean)/

((SBP-DBP)/MAP)

Cerebral pulsatility index normalized for systemic pulsatility. It may

not be appropriate to examine PI alone to represent cerebral

small vessel tone, as a primary influence on PI is the systemic

pulsatility coming into the cerebrovasculature. 149

T-Max/Min Time of peak/min values Unknown. Time of peak is calculated for all of the above metrics.

As such, it likely provides insight into ‘speed’ of the NVC

response.

Lateralization Leftvmean/

(LeftvmeanþRvmean)� 100

Relative hyperemic responses between hemispheres. vmean is used

here as an example;, however, the percent lateralization is cal-

culated for any of the above metrics.

Note: All variables can be calculated normalized to breath-by-breathe changes in PaCO2/ETCO2, and presented as absolute or percent changes.

Furthermore, all values can be extracted from any time segment of interest (i.e., 5/15 s ‘‘bins’’). ACA, anterior cerebral artery; MCA, middle cerebral

artery; PCA, posterior cerebral artery; VA, vertebral artery; ICA, internal carotid artery; TCD, transcranial Doppler; NIRS, near-infrared spectroscopy;

vmean, mean blood velocity from one cardiac cycle; vmax, maximal velocity/flow from one cardiac cycle; vmin, minimum velocity/flow from one cardiac

cycle; CVC, cerebrovascular conductance; MAP, mean arterial pressure; CVR, cerebrovascular resistance; RAP, resistance area product; CCP, critical

closing pressure; PI, pulsatility index; PR, pulsatility ratio.
aBeat-by-beat blood pressure can be recorded from a variety of available devices including finometer, intra-arterial pressure, etc. Lateralization refers to

the difference in hyperemic responses between the left and right hemispheres, which is calculated by relative percent change (left vs. right). Essentially,

any permutation of the above variables can be calculated.
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hyperemia contours for presentation. The use of an
approach such as this would serve to standardize the
field interested in human neurovascular coupling,
increase sensitivity of studies in laboratories currently
limited to rudimentary peak responses, and provide a
platform for between-laboratory comparisons. The soft-
ware can be used with data collected on any charting
software where data extraction can occur on a beat-by-
beat basis and should ideally be gated by the QRS com-
ponent of the ECG. Furthermore, this software merges
with breath-by-breath PETCO2 values. Beat-by-beat,
and breath-by-breath data is cubic spline interpolated
at 5Hz to generate a single contour for cycles of stimu-
lus on/off tasks (i.e., eyes-open/closed). Once interpo-
lated and re-sampled, this software then calculates a
number of metrics such as conductance, normalized to
changes in PETCO2 on a beat-by-beat basis. A list of the
key metrics that can be obtained, and the various time-
bins are outlined in Table 2. Furthermore, the mathem-
atical formulas and theoretical physiological underpin-
nings are presented in Table 2.

Conclusions

Neurovascular coupling is a critical component of CBF
regulation, having implications for cerebrovascular,
autonomic, and cognitive dysfunction. Detailed know-
ledge has been accumulated related to neurovascular
coupling in vitro, or in non-human models that unfor-
tunately suffer from non-physiological approaches and/
or unintended secondary consequences of vasoactive
sedatives/anaesthetics. We are at an embryonic stage
regarding neurovascular coupling function using an
in vivo human model. One primary reason for this
lack of development is inappropriate and inconsistent
analysis strategies and stimulation paradigms.

A major concern related to neurovascular coupling
is the lack of association with primary risk factors and
relatively small sample sizes in clinical studies. This is
due partially to the extremely time-consuming manual
data analysis required for each individual in a study. In
order to progress beyond this issue, a streamlined ana-
lysis using standardized software is needed to allow for
large data set incorporation with associated risk-factor
prediction for neurovascular coupling impairment
within healthy and clinical populations, as well as
across the life-span. Further, more studies will be able
to develop an adjunct and clinically relevant cerebro-
vascular outcome measure when evaluating therapeutic
interventions; with the capacity to impact management
strategies for a number of risk factors and clinical con-
ditions. It is our vision that a widespread implementa-
tion and utilization of standardized software would
rapidly progress the field and benefit our understanding
of neurovascular coupling.
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